Advanced Practice Provider Clinical Preceptor Requests

Summer 2018: Deadline February 1 Placement confirmation by March 1, 2018
Fall 2018: Deadline May 1 Placement Confirmation by June 1, 2018

IMPORTANT: All outpatient non acute specialty pediatric requests need to go through Children’s who now own the outpatient clinics.

I need to make you aware again of our Academic Affiliation Agreement (AAA) with UNMC/Clarkson and Nebraska Medicine. This means students from those two programs have priority placement that we must honor when finding locations for students. The non AAA school students will be placed following the completion of this process.

I am firm in the deadlines noted above for placement requests, please make sure faculty, staff and students are aware.

Please have the forms sent to rzimmerman@nebraskamed.com. We are looking at other methods for this process, but until then this is the approach we will be using.